Well-to-well (WWE S-T ) and adiabatic (AE S-T ) singlet-triplet excitation energies were calculated at the Gaussian-4 (G4) and W1BD levels of theory for a suite of mono-and disubstituted R 1 R 2 Si=Si silylene derivatives (where R 1 /R 2 =H, CH 3 , NH 2
The ground state multiplicity of silylenes has been the subject of substantial theoretical and experimental interest [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In recent work, the singlet-triplet excitation energies (E S-T ) for a suite of mono-and disubstituted R 1 R 2 Si=Si silylene derivatives (where R 1 /R 2 =H, CH 3 , NH 2 , OH, and F), as well as H 2 C=Si and HN=Si, were calculated at the CCSD(T)/6-311++G(d,p)//QCISD/6-31G(d) and B3LYP/AUG-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-31+G(d) levels of theory [19] (Table 1) . However, density functional theory (DFT) methods, particularly using the B3LYP functional, are known to significantly underestimate the E S-T of organic compounds (see, ref. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , and references therein). For comparative purposes, we calculated the well-to-well (WWE S-T ) and adiabatic (AE S-T ) singlet-triplet excitation energies for these compounds using the high-level Gaussian-4 (G4) [28] and W1BD [29] [30] [31] methods. All calculations were conducted using Gaussian 09 (rev. B.01) [32] at 298.15 K and 1 atm, and converged structures (starting geometries were obtained from the Supporting Information in ref. [19] ) were absent imaginary frequencies.
At the G4 and W1BD levels of theory, we obtain effectively equivalent (<±0.4 kcal/mol) WWE S-T and AE S-T which are also in reasonable agreement (using our AE S-T data) with the previously published CCSD(T) The H 2 C=Si, H 2 Si=Si, HN=Si, (H 3 C)HSi=Si, and (H 3 C) 2 Si=Si silylenes are consistently predicted to clearly be ground state singlets using the G4, W1BD (with the exception of (H 3 C) 2 Si=Si, for which the calculation cost was too expensive), CCSD(T)/6-311++G(d,p)//QCISD/6-31G(d), and B3LYP/AUGcc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-31+G(d) methods, analogous to the prediction of clear triplet ground states for (H 2 N)HSi=Si, (H 2 N) 2 Si=Si, (HO) 2 Si=Si, and F 2 Si=Si using all four levels of theory (with the exception of (H 2 N) 2 Si=Si, for which W1BD calculations were too computationally expensive).
However, there is disagreement as to the ground state multiplicity for (HO)HSi=Si and FHSi=Si using the different theoretical methods. The CCSD(T)/6-311++G(d,p)//QCISD/6-31G(d) and B3LYP/AUGcc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-31+G(d) methods predict (HO)HSi=Si will be a ground state triplet, whereas the G4 and W1BD methods predict either a slightly energetically favored ground state singlet (G4) or an energetic degeneracy between the two multiplicities (W1BD). For FHSi=Si, both the G4 and W1BD methods predict a clear ground state singlet, whereas the CCSD(T)/6-311++G(d,p)//QCISD/6-31G(d) method predicts effective energetic degeneracy, and the B3LYP/AUG-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-31+G(d) method predicts a clear ground state triplet.
In light of the current high-level calculations, the ground state multiplicities of (HO)HSi=Si and FHSi=Si should be considered uncertain due to disagreement among various levels of theory. Resolution of the actual ground state multiplicities of these compounds will likely need to await experimental data. Table 1 . Estimated well-to-well (WWE S-T ) and adiabatic (AE S-T ) singlet-triplet excitation energies for various silylenes using the G4 and W1BD theoretical methods, along with previously published estimates at the CCSD(T)/6-311++G(d,p)//QCISD/6-31G(d) and B3LYP/AUGcc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-31+G(d) levels of theory. Values are in kcal/mol. E S-T (from ref. [19] 0,1\Si,0,1.9770654656,-0.0000392426,-0.0002913643\Si,0,-0.2332213871,-0.0000044288,0.0000062744\C,0,-1.2964257821,-1.566173287,0.0002220052\  C,0,-1.2963435518,1.5662209019,0.0000299875\H,0,-1.940423706,1.5926024  994,-0.8854179677\H,0,-1.9398108153,1.5930140666,0.8859093151\H,0,- e\\0,3\Si,0,0.,0.,2.0172732295\Si,0,0.,0.,-0.2790810205\N,0,0.,1.35211  66867,-1.3084304746\N,0,0.,-1.3521166867,-1.3084304746\H,0,0 .,1.339259 337,-2.3172120711\H,0,0.,2.2868332876,-0.9325225588\H,0,0.,-1.33925933 7,-2.3172120711\H,0,0.,-2.2868332876,-0.9325225588\\Version=AM64L-G09R evB.01\State=3-A2\MP2/GTBas1=-689.4985606\MP4/GTBas1=-689.5511474\CCSD (T)/G3Bas1=-689.554183\MP2/GTBas2=-689.5184608\MP4/GTBas2=-689.5717848 \MP2/GTBas3=-689.6536668\MP4/GTBas3=-689.7187593\HF/GTLargeXP=-689.159 9626\MP2/GTLargeXP=-690.4413618\HF/GFHFB1=-689.1794854\HF/GFHFB2=-689. 1845865\G4=-690.5596583\FreqCoord=0.,0.,3.812093939,0.,0.,-0. \0,3\Si,0,0.,0.,1.9740884867\Si,0,0.,0.,-0.3083766343\F,0,0.,1.2410340  131,-1.3041059262\F,0,0.,-1.2410340131,-1.3041059262\\Version=AM64L-G0 9RevB.01\State=3-A2\MP2/GTBas1=-777.2166229\MP4/GTBas1=-777.2526738\CC SD(T)/G3Bas1=-777.2511518\MP2/GTBas2=-777.2435665\MP4/GTBas2=-777.2818 874\MP2/GTBas3=-777.3869899\MP4/GTBas3=-777.4367657\HF/GTLargeXP=-776. 8867249\MP2/GTLargeXP=-778.2446174\HF/GFHFB1=-776.9191826\HF/GFHFB2=-7 76.9269748\G4=-778.4070491\FreqCoord=0.,0. 3104792669\N,0,0.,-1.3559951987,-1.3104792669\H,0,0.,1.3  367720732,-2.3178711918\H,0,0.,2.2905982565,-0.9382448461\H,0, 
